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Business Continuity Management: Building an Effective Incident Management PlanJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Whether an international corporation or a small business, developing and utilizing


	a Business Continuity Management (BCM) Plan protects companies and

	their personnel, facilities, materials, and activities from the broad spectrum of risks

	that face businesses and government agencies on a daily basis, whether at home or...
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CompTIA Security+ Certification Study Guide, Second Edition (Exam SY0-401) (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2014

	The best fully integrated study system available for the CompTIA Security+ exam!


	Prepare for CompTIA Security+ Exam SY0-401 with McGraw-Hill Professional--a Platinum-Level CompTIA Authorized Partner offering Authorized CompTIA Approved Quality Content to give you the competitive edge on exam day.


	With hundreds of...
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Mathematics for Business, Science, and TechnologyOrchard Publications, 2007
This text is written for

a. high school graduates preparing to take business or science courses at community colleges or universities

b. working professionals who feel that they need a math review from the very beginning

c. young students and working professionals who are enrolled in continued education...
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Oracle SOA BPEL Process Manager 11gR1 – A Hands-on TutorialPackt Publishing, 2013

	Your step-by-step, hands-on guide to Oracle SOA BPEL PM 11gR1


	Overview

	
		Learn by doing, with immediate results
	
		Create, integrate, and troubleshoot BPEL services with Oracle BPEL Process Manager and JDeveloper step by step
	
		Design, develop, test, deploy, and run a full SOA...
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Handbook of Chemical Reactor Design, Optimization, and ScaleupMcGraw-Hill, 2001
This book is an outgrowth of an earlier book, Chemical Reactor Design, John Wiley & Sons, 1987. The title is different and reflects a new emphasis on optimization and particularly on scaleup, a topic rarely covered in undergraduate or graduate education but of paramount importance to many practicing engineers. The treatment of biochemical and...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-646): Windows Server 2008 Server AdministratorMicrosoft Press, 2011

	This training kit is designed for server and domain administrators who have two to three
	years of experience managing Windows servers and infrastructure in an environment
	that typically supports 250 to 5,000 (or even more) users in three or more physical locations
	and has three or more domain controllers. You will likely be responsible...
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Analysis for Computer Scientists: Foundations, Methods, and Algorithms (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Mathematics and mathematical modelling are of central importance in computer science. For this reason the teaching concepts of mathematics in computer science have to be constantly reconsidered, and the choice of material and the motivation have to be adapted. This applies in particular to mathematical analysis, whose significance has to be...
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The Origins of Cauchy's Rigorous Calculus (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2005

This text for upper-level undergraduates and graduate students examines the events that led to a 19th-century intellectual revolution: the reinterpretation of the calculus undertaken by Augustin-Louis Cauchy and his peers. These intellectuals transformed the uses of calculus from problem-solving methods into a collection of well-defined...
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vSphere Virtual Machine ManagementPackt Publishing, 2014

	This book follows a step-by-step tutorial approach with some real-world scenarios that vSphere businesses will be required to overcome every day. This book also discusses creating and configuring virtual machines and also covers monitoring virtual machine performance and resource allocation options.

	

	This book is for VMware...
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Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V: Insiders Guide to Microsoft's HypervisorSybex, 2010

	Get the inside scoop on Hyper-V for Windows Server 2008 R2


	Virtualization is a top priority for thousands of companies all over the world. Written by an author team that is part of the Windows virtualization group at Microsoft, Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V will walk you through Hyper-V essentials so you can get you up to...
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Adherence to Antipsychotics in SchizophreniaSpringer, 2013

	Poor adherence to therapy is one of the main obstacles to treatment effectiveness in schizophrenia. It is the main determinant of relapse, hospitalization, symptom persistence, and poor psychosocial functioning and outcome. Adherence to treatment is affected by various factors related to the disease characteristics, to the patient him- or...
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Building the Agile Enterprise: With SOA, BPM and MBM (The MK/OMG Press)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
In the last ten years IT has brought fundamental changes to the way the world works. Not only has it increased the speed of operations and communications, but it has also undermined basic assumptions of traditional business models and increased the number of variables. Today, the survival of major corporations is challenged by a world-wide...
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